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Abstract—Image quality assessment plays an important role
in iris recognition systems because the system performance is
affected by low quality iris images. With the development of
electronic color imaging, there are more and more researches
about visible wavelength (VW) iris recognition. Compared to the
near infrared iris images, using VW iris images acquired under
unconstrained imaging conditions is a more challenging task
for the iris recognition system. However, the number of quality
assessment methods for VW iris images is limited. Therefore, it
is interested to investigate whether existing no-reference image
quality metrics (IQMs) which are designed for natural images can
assess the quality of VW iris images. In this paper, we evaluate
the performance of 15 selected no-reference IQMs on VW iris
biometrics. The experimental results show that several IQMs can
assess iris sample quality according to the system performance.

Index Terms—biometric, image quality assessment, visible
wavelength iris, performance evaluation, image based attributes,
multi-modality.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the effectiveness proven by the deployed iris recogni-
tion systems, iris is one of the most commonly used modalities
for biometric recognition. The traditional near infrared iris
recognition systems are very constrained in order to ensure the
quality of the acquired iris images. Recently, many research
initiatives sought to increase distance and relax acquisition
constraints, which extends the applicability of this technology
to forensic domains where VW iris acquisition devices are
used [1], [2]. The VW iris imaging systems lead to acquire
degraded iris samples due to less constrained environments
that makes the sample quality assessment a major issue.

Multi-modality biometric recognition technologies have be-
came more popular in recent years [3]. However, biometric
sample quality assessment methods that can be used for
the evaluation of multi-modality sample quality are rarely
considered. It is necessary to investigate if it is possible to
develop quality metrics that can assess the quality of biometric
image samples from multiple modalities. There are two kinds
of quality attributes when assessing biometric sample qual-
ity: image-based and modality-based attributes. Image-based
attributes are, for instance, contrast, sharpness etc. which are
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presented in all image-based biometric modalities (e.g. face,
iris, palm print and so on). Modality-based attributes can be
used for only one modality, such as iris-pupil contrast in iris
biometric, or pose symmetry in face biometric. Using image-
based quality attributes in quality assessment approaches make
it possible to assess image-based multi-modality biometric
sample quality [3]. There are many existing IQMs that have
been developed for the evaluation of natural image’s quality
[4]. Based on the availability of a reference image, IQMs
can be classified into full-reference, reduced-reference, and
no-reference methods [5]. According to the properties of iris
images, only no-reference IQMs might be suitable for the
assessment of iris image quality. The goal of this paper is to
investigate whether existing no-reference IQMs can assess VW
iris image quality based on the biometric system performance.

In this paper, we selected 15 no-reference IQMs to be
evaluated. A near infrared iris recognition algorithm is adapted
to the VW iris sample in order to evaluate biometric system
performance. Iris images from the GC2 multimodality bio-
metric database is used in this paper. The structure of the
paper is described as follows. We first present related works
and background. Then the experimental setup followed by the
experimental results and their analysis are introduced. At last
the conclusion and future work are presented.

II. STATE-OF-THE-ART

In the ISO/IEC standard: 29794-6 Information technology
- Biometric sample quality - Part 6: Iris image data [6],
the iris image quality is given as a predictor of biometric
performance, such as the likelihood of achieving a correct
match. Currently, image quality assessment approaches can be
used to evaluate iris quality before iris recognition. It can helps
to improve the quality of iris samples by either applying image
enhancement methods to improve image quality, choosing
different recognition systems depending on iris quality, or
re-capturing the iris images. Therefore, it is necessary to
assess iris image quality before the recognition process. There
are many factors that can affect iris image quality, and the
performance of biometric systems. It is important to take into
account image quality attributes that influence iris quality.
Both image-based and modality-based iris quality attributes
are presented in [6]. Since we don’t investigate modality based
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attributes, we only consider the following image-based iris
quality attributes from [6]: noise, illumination intensity, image
brightness, image contrast, focus, blur and sharpness [7].

Fingerprint, iris or face images can be considered as differ-
ent subspaces evoluted at different places within the natural
image space. Thus, using image-based quality attributes for
biometric samples makes it possible to develop multi-modality
biometric sample quality assessment method. Liu et al. [3]
suggest to use five quality attributes when evaluating any kind
of image-based biometric sample quality and they are based
on the survey of state-of-the-art research works [6], [8]–[11].
We apply four of them in this paper and the four image-based
quality attributes and their definitions are given as:

1) The contrast attribute has two aspects: local contrast and
global contrast. The local contrast can be defined as the
average difference between neighboring pixels’ intensity.
The global contrast is defined as the weighted sums
of the overall local contrast for different resolutions. It
is correlated to the ’iris-sclera contrast’ and ’iris-pupil
contrast’ attribute in [6].

2) The sharpness attribute is defined as the clarity of
biometric sample structure and details. It is correlated
to the ’sharpness’ attributes in [6].

3) The luminance attribute can be defined as the intensity
of the biometric sample illumination.

4) The artifacts attribute is given as any undesired alter-
ation in biometric sample introduced during its digital
processing, such as noise, compression and so on.

These are the most important image-based attributes for
the evaluation of iris image quality, and image-based multi-
modality biometric sample quality.

Liu et al. [7] conducted a similar study to discover the per-
formance of no-reference IQMs on VW iris images. However,
they only use high quality VW iris images and all of their se-
lected IQMs cannot access VW iris image quality based on the
performance of iris recognition system. 13 no-reference IQMs
were used in their work: AQI and AQIP are two metrics based
on anisotropy; BIQI, BLIINDS2, BRISQUE, and ILNIQE2 are
four generalized purposes blind metrics; CONTRAST which
is a contrast metric; JNBM, DCTSP, SH, and SSH are four
sharpness metrics; PWN is a metric for measuring noise; and
SSEQ is a metric based on spatial and spectral entropies. In
order to better evaluate the performance of no-reference IQMs
for iris biometrics, we introduce four types (related to the four
image-based quality attributes introduced above) and totally
eight different distortions to the VW iris images. We also select
several additional IQMs for the evaluation of their performance
on iris images. Moreover, we will optimize the IQM which has
better performance than the other selected ones.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. VW Iris Image Database - GC2 Multi-Modality Biometric
Database

Since we focus on image-based quality attributes, we need
to choose a specific iris database that only contains image-

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 1. Degraded iris samples for degradation level 5. The first column
represents too high contrast iris image (upper) and too low contrast iris image
(lower); the second column represents motion blurred iris image (upper)
and Gaussian blurred iris image (lower); the third column represents high
luminance iris image (upper) and low luminance iris image (lower), and the
last column represents iris image contains poisson noise (upper) and JPEG
compressed iris image (lower).

based distortions but not including modality-based degra-
dations. Existing iris databases mostly contain both image-
based and modality-based degradations. Therefore, we use
a multiple modality biometric database named ”GC2 Multi-
Modality Biometric Database [7]”. This database has three
biometric modalities: face, contactless fingerprint, and visible
wavelength iris. Three cameras are used for the acquisition:
1) a Lytro [12] first generation Light Field Camera (LFC)
(11 Megapixels), 2) a Google Nexus 5 embedded camera (8
Megapixels), and 3) a Canon D700 with Canon EF 100mm
f/2.8L Macro Lens (18 Megapixels). There are 50 subjects in
the database. We only use the iris images from this database
in this paper. For the iris modality, 15 iris samples per eye
per camera have been acquired. There are 4500 iris images in
the database. In addition, we introduced different distortions
to these original iris images as described below. Therefore,
totally 180,000 degraded iris images are in the database.

In order to obtain image-based distortions correlated to these
four attributes, we need to artificially degrade iris images
in the database. Inspired by the techniques used in CID:IQ
image quality database [13] and a similar study in biometric
sample quality assessment [14], we degrade iris images into
five degradation levels (one to five, from little degraded to
highly degraded) for each distortion as the following (all
image processing is conducted by using Matlab R2016 a):
low and high contrast distortions, motion blur and Gaussian
blur distortions, low and high luminance distortions, poisson
noise and JPEG compression artifacts distortions. Examples of
degraded iris images for degradation level 5 (highly degraded)
are shown in Fig. 1.

B. No-Reference IQMs and their classification

Based on the survey and the availability of the source
codes, we selected 15 no-reference IQMs for the performance
evaluation. In addition to the IQMs used by Liu et al. [7], we
select several new IQMs: CONTRAST2 which is a contrast
metric; dipIQ is a generalized purposes metric; and JPEG
which is a metric measuring JPEG comparison artifacts. These
IQMs have high correlation with the image-based quality
attributes [3], [7]. We classify these IQMs into two categories:
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TABLE I
CLASSIFICATION OF THE SELECTED IQMS

IQMs Distortion-specific Generalized purposes

NSS CONTRAST [15]

BIQI [16],
BLIINDS2 [17],
BRISQUE [18],
ILNIQE2 [19]

Non NSS

JNBM [20],
DCTSP [21],

SH [22],
CONTRAST2 [23],

JPEG [24],
PWN [25]

AQI [26],
AQIP [26],
dipIQ [27],
SSEQ [28]

1) distortion specific, and 2) generalized purposes holistic
IQMs. In each category, we separate IQMs into two groups:
Natural Scene Statistics (NSS) based and non NSS based
IQMs. The classification of the selected IQMs is in Table I.

C. Iris Recognition System

We adapt a near infrared iris recognition system to VW iris
data in this paper: OSIRIS (Open Source for IRIS) version
4.1 [29]. The OSIRIS reference system is an open source
iris recognition system developed in the framework of the
BioSecure project [29]. OSIRIS is composed of four modules:
segmentation, normalization, feature extraction and matching.
Those modules are classical for iris recognition and follow the
main steps proposed by Daugman [30].

D. Approaches for the Evaluation of Iris Recognition System
Performance

To evaluate the performance of iris recognition systems,
many measures exist. An IQM is useful if it can at least give
an ordered indication of an eventual performance [9]. Rank-
ordered Detection Error Trade-off (DET) characteristics curve
is one of the most commonly used and widely understood
method used to evaluate the performance of quality assessment
approaches. The DET curve used here plots False None Match
Rate (FNMR) versus False Match Rate (FMR). Grother et al.
[9] proposed to use quality-bin based approaches to evaluate
the image quality assessment methods. They believe if a
certain percentage of low quality samples are excluded from
the dataset, the biometric system performance would become
better and the Equal Error Rate (EER) (when FMR and False
FNMR are equal) would decrease. We use it as one method to
represent the performance of no-reference IQMs. Because the
scale of the quality score for each IQM is different and the
linearity of the score is unknown, thus, we omit the percentile
low quality samples and keep 80%, 60%, and 40% of highest
quality samples from each subject for each IQM [31].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. DET curve and EER

Here we obtain DET curve and EER as two indicators
to examine the performance of IQMs. The interesting DET
curves with EER for data with and without omitting low
quality VW iris samples for three cameras by using selected
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Fig. 2. Examples of DET curves with EER for comparison score with and
without omitting low quality samples.

IQMs are given in Fig. 2. For each sub-plot in Fig. 2, the
red continuous line represents the original DET curve; the
magenta ’- -’ line represents the DET curve when we keep
80% highest quality iris samples; the blue ’:’ line represents
the comparison score when we keep 60% highest quality iris
samples; and the green ’-.’ line represents the comparison score
when we keep only 40% highest quality iris samples in the
database for the experiment. If a DET curve is closer to the
bottom-left point, it means that this set of data lead to a higher
iris recognition performance. Meanwhile, the lower EER value
the better system performance.

From Fig. 2 (a) and (b) we can see that, DET curves shift
closer to bottom-left point when we keep 80%, 60%, and 40%
highest quality samples by using the assessment results from
PWN to omit low quality samples taken by smartphone and
reflex camera, respectively. Especially we can see very obvious
gap between each lines in Fig. 2 (b). It means that such IQMs
can assess VW iris image quality and it is correlated with
the performance of iris recognition algorithm. However, the
DET curves have no obvious shift and the EER values have
no significant changes by using the assessment results from
BLIINDS2 when we omit low quality samples for LFC (see
Fig. 2 (c)). In Fig. 2 (d), DET curves shift closer to top-right
point and EER values increase when we keep 80%, 60%,
and 40% highest quality samples by using the assessment
results from dipIQ to omit low quality samples taken by reflex
camera. This means that such IQMs have reversed correlation
with the performance of iris recognition algorithm.

We also use EER values for all three cameras by omitting
lowest quality iris sample one by one until only one highest
quality iris sample left from each subject as another indicator
to assess the performance of selected IQMs. Here we only
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Fig. 3. Examples of EER values with omitting low quality iris samples one
by one until the best quality sample left for 3 cameras. The red solid lines
represent LFC camera, the blue ’:’ lines represent smartphone, and the green
’–’ lines represent reflex camera.

illustrate the four IQMs (PWN, AQI, AQIP, and ILNIQE2)
that can assess iris quality for three cameras based on their
performance from DET curves to discover the change of EER
values. The x-axis in Fig. 3 represents the number of omitted
lowest quality samples unit. There are 40 units per captured
sample image per subject (eight distortions in five levels). Each
unit has 1500 images (15 captured sample image per eye per
subject). The y-axis represents the EER value. If the EER value
has a smooth decreasing tendency when we omit lowest quality
samples one by one, it means that the IQM used for generating
the quality scores can predict the iris recognition algorithm
well which represents the high performance of such IQM.
The red solid lines represent LFC camera, the blue ’:’ lines
represent smartphone, and the green ’–’ lines represent reflex
camera. In Fig. 3 we can see that, by using the assessment
results from the selected four IQMs to omit one lowest quality
sample unit each time by using LFC and smartphone (red
solid lines and blue ’: lines’), the EER curves have decreasing
tendency. However, from the green ’–’ lines in Fig. 3, the EER
values from AQI and AQIP for reflex camera increase in the
beginning and decrease in the end. There is no obvious change
of the EER values for PWN in the beginning, but the EER
values increase in the end. Only EER values from ILNIQE2
in Fig. 3) (green ’–’ line) have no increasing tendency and
decrease when 25 low quality units are omitted. From the
observation above we can summarize that, based on EER
values with omitting low quality iris samples one by one
until the best quality sample left for three cameras, ILNIQE2
can assess iris image quality for three cameras. The rest of
the IQMs can either assess iris quality for only one or two
cameras, or have low ability to assess iris quality based on
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Fig. 4. Comparison of EER by omitting lowest quality sample one by one
using ILNIQE2 for each subject between the original method and the re-
trained method.

the system performance.

V. RE-TRAINING ILNIQE2 ON VW IRIS DATABASE

From previous results, one specific metric, namely ILNIQE2
shows interesting results in terms of correlation between the
provided quality scores and the performance results. Since
this quality index has been trained on general purpose natural
images, it would be interesting to investigate if results can
be improved by retraining it on VW iris images. A recent
research conducted by Liu et al. [32] shown that, by re-training
the no-reference IQMs on biometric dataset can improve their
performance on biometric samples. To perform the retraining,
the UBIRIS .v2 database [33] has been selected, which the
iris images were captured on non-constrained conditions (at-
a-distance, on-the-move and on the visible wavelength). We
use 241 images (one sample image per subject) in session
one from the UBIRIS .v2 database to re-train the ILNIQE2
IQM. These 241 images are all high quality VW iris images
because the ILNIQE2 metric only requires pristine images for
training. The re-trained metric is then used to re-conduct the
experiment removing lowest quality samples one by one from
each subject. The plots of EER values for three cameras are
shown in Fig. 4. The blue lines represent the original ILNIQE2
method, and the red lines represent the re-trained ILNIQE2
method. From Fig. 4 we can see that, after the re-training
process, the overall performance of the IQM is improved
because the red lines are under the blue lines. It means that
the overall EER values from the re-trained method are lower
than the original method. In addition, the improvements for
LFC and reflex camera are greater than smartphone, especially
for reflex camera. By using the original ILNIQE2 to omit
lowest quality samples from the database, the EER values
are not smoothly decreasing until 25 units of lowest samples
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are removed for reflex camera. However, by using the re-
trained method, the line becomes smoother and has a overall
decreasing tendency. Finally, the EERs reach close to 0.18 in
the end (compared to 0.24 when using the original ILNIQE2).
The difference of EERs between the original and the re-trained
method for reflex camera is obvious.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we evaluated the performance of 15 se-
lected no-reference IQMs for VW iris biometric images on
GC2 Multi-Modality Biometric Database. Two indicators are
used to reflect the performance of IQMs according to the
iris recognition algorithms: DET curve and EER value. We
illustrated the results by comparing between indicators with
and without omitting certain percentage of low quality iris
samples. In addition, re-training an IQM by using only VW
iris database has been done. From the experimental results we
can conclude that, before the re-training process, ILNIQE2 has
a better performance than the other selected IQMs to assess
the quality of iris images based on the EER values for two
cameras: LFC and reflex camera. The re-trained ILNIQE2
metric has better performance than its original version and
now it can assess iris quality for all three cameras. Therefore,
it is possible to use existing no-reference IQMs to assess the
VW iris sample quality, moreover, the optimization process
can further improve the performance of IQMs. One way to
improve the performance of selected IQMs is to train them on
iris databases, because the performance of IQMs on iris images
may affected by the database used for training. The above
mentioned findings can be used for the development of robust
quality metrics for VW iris image quality, and furthermore,
for multiple biometric modalities image quality assessment.
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